
Mountaineering in Ireland
J. P. O'F Lynam

Ireland is shaped like a very irregular saucer, with a hollow in the middle, and
mountains all round the rim. Let us start from Dublin and follow the rim clockwise.

South of Dublin are the Wicklow Mountains, a great granite batholith pushed
up in the Caledonian folding. It is classic granite country: big domed tops and gentle
slopes, but diversified by deep glacial valleys, with lakes and crags which provide
some-excellent rock climbing.

All across the S of Ireland are sandstone ridges aligned E-W by the Armorican
folding. In the SE the Galtees and Knockmealdowns have good ridge walks with
little boggy ground while in contrast the Comeraghs are a big boggy plateau edged
with magnificent conglomerate coums.

Further W, in Cork and Kerry, the sea has Rooded the valleys between the ridges,
breaking up the coast into a series of long rocky peninsulas separated by deep
fjords. Here are the highest and some of the wildest mountains of Ireland. The
highest are the Macgillycuddy's Reeks, which include Carrauntoohil, at 1041 m the
highest mountain in Ireland. South of the Reeks are lower, but perhaps, wilder hills
in the Caha Peninsula. To the N in the Dingle peninsula is Brandon, of which
Hamish Brown says, that if he had to lose all the mountains of the British Isles (sic!)
except one, Brandon would be the one. The sandstone has not produced much
rock-climbing yet-the big damp vegetated faces are not immediately appealing
but there are probably half-a-dozen crags which will make headlines in a few years.

In Limerick and Clare the rim dies away, but the limestone Burren will draw
climbers to its sea cliffs, cavers to its big cave systems, and walkers to its limestone
pavement and wonderful arctic-Alpine Rowers.

In Galway and Mayo we are back on the old, hard, Caledonian rocks. The white
quartzite domes of the Twelve Bens and Maum Turks only just top the 600m mark
but they rise direct from sea level and they show more bare rock than any other
Irish hills.

Across Killary harbour, another deep fjord, the sandstone appears again,
culminating in Mweelrea at 819m the highest mountain in Connaught. North again
is the unfrequented ephin Beg I-ange, the cliff walks of the orth Mayo Coast and
more quartzite on Achill Island.

In Sligo we have something different, Ireland's only limestone hills, with typical
escarpments, long lake-filled valleys and short dl")' turf for walking.

In Donegal we are back on the old Caledonian rocks. From the Blue Stacks to
Glenveagh is a range of rough granite hills, paralleled to the NW by the quartzite
Errigal-Muckish ridge. Donegal is a bleak county at first sight, but a closer look
reveals many pleasant small-scale landscapes and magnificent cliff scenery.

In Ulster, passing the rocky Inishowen peninsula, we find the Sperrins, big
rounded, grassy, boggy mountains reminiscent of Wicklow. In Antrim the high
ground is basaltic plateau, rather dull, but edged with a fine escarpment of basalt
overlying chalk.

South of Belfast are the Mournes, a compact group of granite tops. They are of
recent origin so they are less weathered than the Wicklow chain; the summits are
well-defined, steep-sided, and often with rocky tops on their ridges that make them
look like stegosaurs. Being close to Belfast, and apart from the dull Sperrins, the
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only mountains in Northern Ireland they are popular, and with over 30 Outdoor
Pursuits Centres of various kinds in the area, not to mention the Belfast Water
Supply reservoirs, they approximate more to the British scene than anywhere else in
Ireland.

That briefly describes the background; now for the climbers. The history of Irish
mountaineering is brief. Amongst the Alpine pioneers were several Irishmen
Tyndall and Adams Reilly for 2-but they do not seem to have climbed at home.
The first mountaineer in Ireland seems to have been H. C. Hart, climber and
naturalist, who wrote the Irish section of Haskett Smith's Climbing in the British
Isles. Hart was a prodigious walker, who visited all the major hill areas of Ireland
though he knew his native Donegal best. He describes some rock routes but there
was nothing like the same development of rock climbs that was to be found in other
sections of Haskett Smith's book.

G. W. Young, Conor O'Brien and others climbed in the early years of this
century in Kerry, Wicklow, and on the sea stacks of Ireland's Eye. Dickinson found
Luggala (now one of the main climbing cliffs in Wicklow) in 1907. One wonders
how much 0 'Brien 's often-quoted remark in the Climbers ClubJournal that there was
no climbing in Ireland affected people, but certainly there was little rock-climbing
activity until the 30s.

The development of the Youth Hostel movement in that decade brought more
people on to the Irish hills, and in the N a group from YHANI (led by Charlie
Brims) started rock-climbing in the Mournes. A solitary Dublin climber (Harold
Johnsonl climbed on the local outcrops, and 2 Cambridge undergraduates made
the first route (Carrot Ridge) on the Twelve Bens.

In Cork, a group led by Jack Coleman (better known as a caver) walked and
scrambled in the Cork-Kerry hills, and there were enough hill-walkers for it to be
worth while for Claud Wall to write his Mountaineering in Ireland in 1937.

Then in 1942, a group at Trinity College Dublin inspired by Bill Perrott, who

had learnt to climb in the Lake District, started rock-climbing. Hampered by
wartime travel difficulties they never moved far from Dublin, but they made some
fine routes at Dalkey, Bray Head and Ireland's Eye.

The group scattered when they left college but after the war Perrott and the
writer (we had met in the Indian Army) started the Irish Mountaineering Club in
Dublin, and Ireland leapt suddenly into the modern climbing world. Dalkey
Quarry, half an hour by bus from the centre of Dublin was (and remains) the great
training ground. The first big crag to be attacked was Luggala, but it needed a new
generation with better gear and techniques to breach the big overhangs and interest
turned to Camaderry above Glendalough. The new climbers soon outstripped·their
mentors, and put up a web of fine routes of severe or higher standard on
Camaderry, culminating in 1954 in Ireland's first Extreme-Spillikin Ri..dge. At the
same time the Dublin climbers were putting up routes on Ben Corr in the Twelve
Bens, and the Belfast climbers were attempting the Mourne tors. The great names
of this period were Frank Winder, Peter Kenny, Fred Maguire, Andre Kopczynski
and Sean Rothery from Dublin and Phil Gribbon and RoyJohnston from Belfast.

In the mid 1950s the interest turned to Donegal; the big vegetated crags of the
Poisoned Glen and the more amenable cliffs at Lough Barra and Glen Veagh were
explored to produce the best mountain rock-climbs in Ireland, on gloriously rough
granite. The Donegal routes were pioneered partly by the climbers mentioned
above, partly by younger climbers such as Betty Healy, Emmet Goulding, Paddy
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O'Leary and Brian McColl, and partly by a few English visitors, notably the Drasdo
brothers and Andrew Maxfield.

By the mid 60s there were 9 or 10 mountaineering clubs in Ireland, but most
climbers were Dublin or Belfast-based. The Spillikin Club was formed in 1966, with
membership restricted to those who could lead at least 8 different vs routes each
year. This group climbed widely, leaving a trail of hard routes, but were most
notable for their development of the sea cliffs at Fair Head, where Goulding, Paul
McHugh, Paul McDermott, Se Billane, and others put up routes on the big
columnar dolerite cliffs which were harder than anything tried before in Ireland.

At the same time there was a resurgence of Mourne climbing led by Calven
Moore, Calvin Torrans, Willie Jenkins and Sammy Crymble of Glentottary CC,
and Frank Devlin of the IMC. The routes on Pigeon Rock and Slieve Beg are mostly
of this era.

The early 70s brought a renewal of interest in Luggala. The main face overhang
had been turned in 1959 by British commando climbers but now a whole series of
HVS and XS routes were made, breaching the many overhangs. Christie Rice of the
IMC, Billane, and later Dalriada club members Tom Ryan, Ken Higgs, and the
Windrim brothers were the most notable leaders.

The Spillikin Club faded away, to be replaced by Dalriada CC with a similar
qualification. In the 70s Dalriada and IMC members (the IMC had been on the
doldrums in the late 60s) were especially active on sea cliffs, notably at Ailladie in
Clare, Malinbeg in Donegal and the Ballycastle end of Fair Head. It becomes
difficult to single out leaders, but Calvin Torrans remains pre-eminent, pannered
often by Clare Sheridan, latest and best of our few top women climbers. Other
notable leaders of new routes in the 70s have been Jimmy McKenzie, Harry
O'Brien, Dave Walsh, Dave Mitchell, Steve Young, Jim Leonard, the veteran
Emmett Goulding and Tommy Irving.

In 1971 the Federation of Mountaineering Clubs of Ireland was formed, and in
1979 it had around 30 member clubs with a total membership of nearly 2000. The
majority of these members, especially in the provincial clubs, are hill-walkers, and
probably less than one-fifth do any serious rock-climbing. Given these small
numbers, it is remarkable that rock-climbs are made in such profusion-the FMCI
New Climbs Bulletin lists more than 100 new routes every year.

The great advantage of Ireland for mountaineers-both native and foreign-is
that it is uncrowded. Except for the Mournes, and pans of the Wicklow hills, the
walker will have the tops to himself, and the rock-climber will rarely find more than
half-a-dozen other climbers even on a popular crag (except when the various
Dublin Clubs run their beginners' courses at Dalkey Quarry D.

What advice can I give to visitors? The hill-walker should undoubtedly head for
the west; Kerry, Galway, Mayo, and Donegal all provide excellent hill-walking.
Starting from the S, here are a few suggestions.

There is a fine walk up Mangerton from Lough Guitane, over Stoompa,
circuiting the Horses Glen with its 3 lakes, and with views on the descent towards
Killarney and the Reeks.

The Ridge of the Reeks, from the Gap of Dunloe to Lough Acoose, or if you are
car-bound, the circuit of the Hags Glen or the Acoose horseshoe. These mountains
have real aretes which necessitate scrambling if you stick to the crest, flanked by
deep lake-filled corries. There are generally easy ways off, but do not assume that
you can always leave the ridges without difficulty. For wildness and grandeur the



6" Ben Baull (This alld /lext photo:
j. P. O'F. LYllam)

Devil's Looking Cia s between Carraul1loohil and Beenkeragh must be hard to

match in the British Isles.
Funher W beyond Ihe Ballaghbeama gap, the hills are lower. but equally wild.

The circuit or Lough Reath-M ullagklllattin, Beoun and Finnararagh-makes a
fine walk.

Brandon must not be missed by the vi ilor LO Kerry. Climb it from Ihe SE up the
valley rrom Lough Cruttia with ils chain of lakes separated by rock slep , and then
go S along the ridge over Brandon Peak and Cearhane IQ get back to the road.

1n Connemara there are at least 3 fine walks on the quartzite hills, which are steep
and rough, with deep gaps between the peaks. You will probably take longer to

walk them than you expect! Their only draw'back is their dull boggy valley
bOlloms. The Clcninagh hor e hoe in the E side or the Twelve Bens is a good
il1lrocluCtion. An uncharacteristically gentle ridge leads to the LOp or Ben Baun (the
highest Ben) then you drop down 300m to Maumina and climb again 1.0 the rocky
summits S or the glen. The circuit or C lencoaghan from Ballynahinch takes you
over 6 of Ihe Bens (there are aClLlally 14) including all the best (Derryclare, Ben
COlT, Ben Collaghduff, Ben Breen, Ben Cower) except Ben Baun, and if you are
energetic vou can include that too I

Across the Inagh valley i the long line of the Maum Turks. The whole ridge
li'om the road I or Maun Cross to Leenan . on Ihe Killal)' is in my opinion the



Illlest hill-walk in Ireland. It make a long hard day, and unles you al-e fil, you
should ellle for the mosl illlere ting section, from l. Patrick' Well 10

Lelterbrecka un.
In Mayo Mweclrea must be climbed. The circuit fi-om Delphi over Ben Lugmore

and back along lhe ridge uverlooking Killary harbour is a greal walk, as is the
circuit from Doolough, following the ridges encircling lhe huge gloomy COUIll
Dubh ('the black corrie').

On the way 10 Donegal a visit should be made 10 the Ben Bulbin ,-ange. This
typical limeslOne coulllry. dry under foot, is quite unlypical of lhe Irish hills!
Perhaps lhe be I rOUle i from Gleniff over Ben Whiskin and King's Mounlain 10

Glencar, with a diversion 10 take in Ben Bulbin itself.
In Donegal there are no great walks like the Reeks or the Maum Turk, but there

are many shorter walks over a wild counol'side, with wide views over the hills and
lhe ea. Among these walks I would I-ecommend lieve League, a coast walk to

match the Mayo coast walk opposite, the lonely Blue Stacks, lieve naght and the
Poisoned Glen, the long ridge from Mucki h, over lhe Aghlas, and culminaling in
Errigal, lhe fine t quartzite cone of them all.

What can Ireland onel- the rock-climber? Plenty, if he i a compelelll leader of
at lea 1 even:- standard. The visilOr must expect more vegelation lhan he i used to

in England; thi is due panly to climate, and panly to lack of use. Guide-books
(almosl all issued by the FMCIl vary; sOlllcare up 10 date and very good; others old
and unreliable. Protection i. generally arrangeabIc with an average range of chocks.
Elhi - are 'our own bu ines , bUl please do not deface our rocks Wilh pilOllS or
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chalk. All recent guide-book incidently give lengths in metres. Grading are as in
UK, though technical gradings are only ju t coming in.

The Mourne have good granite route, but they are mo tly too hort to intere t
the vi itor, though Slieve Beg, Pigeon Rock and Eagle Mountain have longer
route, and there is a classic on Bernagh Slabs.

Wicklow is well worth a visit. Warm up at Dalkey if you are not used to granite
and make a few local contacts a well. Then head for Camaderry or Luggala.
Camaderry is a very pleasant S-facing quick-drying crag with routes 50-lOOm long.
Quartz Gully (HS), Prelude/ ightmare, Speirbhean (VS) Sarcophagus (HVS),
Cornish Rhap ody and Spillikin Ridge (XS) are all recommendable. Luggala is le
popular and has more lichen and vegetation. Pine Tree Buttress (S) is cia sic and
there are plenty of harder routes on the main face-Spearhead (HVS), Soyuz Ten,
Ban hee (XS). Luggala is a curious mixture of slab and overhang-not to everyone'
ta tc. All the e mutc are in the Wicklow guide (unfonunately out of print) except
Dalkey which ha its own guide (a new edition in December 1979).

The SW i hardly developed and does not merit a pecial visit, but if you are
there to walk you can climb on Lamb's Head near Waterville, Coumachvillin in the
Glenbeigh horseshoe, or Loo Bridge.

In Clare there is a fine sea cliff at Ailladie, a few miles south of Black Head. It
has a recent guide-book of its own. The climbs, on clean, compact, sound
limestone are 10-30m in length and are from S to XS in grade. Perhaps the Mirror
Wall mutes are the best. Thi area is strongly recommended for a holiday.

The Twelve Bens have the highest crag in Ireland (over 300m high) on the side
of Ben Corr. A long way from Dublin or Belfast, and noted for it wet weather, it
has not been inten ively climbed on, but it ha at lea t 2 cia ic route -Carrot
Ridge (D) and eventh Heaven (HS). The latter, especially, has an almost Alpine
scale. The be t routes are li ted in the Twelve Ben general guide.

There are routes in Coum Gowlaun on Maumrra na, Coum Dobh on Mweelrea,
and on Slievemore, on Achill to attract the pa ser-by, hardly enough for a pecial
vi it.

Donegal has big mountain crags and also sea cliffs. For the visitor, Lough Barra
with its rough granite and relative lack of vegetation is a good place to stan, and
one of the Delta Face route (I uggest Larceny 400ft HS) a good first climb. Other
good roules here are Tarquin' Groove (S), Surplomb Grise, and Plough hare (VS).

Ot far away i the Glen Veagh crag, still not fully developed, but with some fine
routes such a Sinn Fein, Symbol, Monument (VS), Ariel (HVS). nfortunate!y,
only Sinn Fein is in the guide-book. On the W of the range is the Poi oned Glen
with big vegetated crags. Here the routes are between 150 and 300m long, but have
a lot of vegetation. This i the only area where over ea vi itors have contributed
many route, and Ihe longest route in the glen, Route Majol' (330m VS) was fir t
climbed by Harold Drasdo, Eric Langmuir, and Andrew Maxfield. nforlunatel
the guide-book is very much out of date (1962) and i often obscure.

If the weather is bad in the hill, the climber can head for the coast, to Malinbeg,
ail Rock, and Muckross Head. Here are a whole host of clean climbs of all

grade, easily accessible, pleasantly situated, and served by a brand-new guide
book.

Fair Head, on the Antrim Coast is without doubt the finest climbing area in
Ireland. There are nearly 2 mile of sea cliffs, with more route than any other Iri h
crag except Dalkey Valley, The rock is columnar dolerite, and i notably loo e.
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Almost all the routes have had to be extensively cleaned on an abseil rope before a
first ascent could be made. Apart from the small crag at the E end, where the routes
are from VD to VS and 15-20m long, the worth-while climbs are a1l5Q-IOOmlong,
at least VS, and vel)' steep and serious. The guide (with supplement) appeared in
1976, but there are many new routes since then.

Books and Maps
The FMCI issue a complete list of hill-walking and rock-climbing guides to Ireland; these
guides are obtainable either from the FMCI (3 Gonnamona Drive, Foxrock, Dublin 18) or
from Cordee in Leicester.

I have memioned the rock guides in writing about the crags; there are also guides to
Coum Gowlan in Mayo, and Bray Head and Minor Crags around Dublin. A Selected Climbs is
being prepared by the FM Cl in collaboration with Constable, but it is unlikely to appear for
18 momhs or so.

For hill-walkers, the 1976 edition of Claud Wall's Mountaineering in Ireland gives a general
picture and (if readers will forgive me plugging my own product) the Gill and Macmillan Walk
Guides (6 covering the whole coumry) give detailed walking routes, though for commercial
reasons, they are beamed at a wider public than mountaineers, and include many short walks.

Our maps, I regret, are poor. In most areas of the Republic vou will have to use the~" to I
mile map, which though up-to-date is too small a scale to provide enough information for
walking. For Wicklow and Kerry there are 1" District sheets which are better, but on these
maps, the COntours above 100ft are at 250ft inter\tals, so that many minor features do not
appear. Neither is the accuracy of any of these maps to be entirely relied on in the hill areas.
In Northern Ireland there is full I" cover, but again with the 250ft contour interval.The first
of the I ;50,000 sheets (Antrim Coast) has now appeared, but we are told we will have to wait
some years for the Mournes. If you get frustrated using maps in the Republic, please do write
to Bord Failte (the Irish Tourist Board) to complain.

There is no space to write about accommodation. You can camp nearly anywhere (ask the
fanner first), there are pleasant Youth Hostels (self-cooking, more like Scottish than English
hostels), and a few Moumaineering Club huts, which foreign climbers may use (but please
book first). There are also plemy of farmhouses who take visitors, guest houses, and cottages
for rent-you can get information from Bord Failte.

A warning; Mountain Rescue is a little sketchy. There are efficient teams in Kerry and the
Mournes, and enough climbers in Dublin to cope satisfactorily with any accident in Wicklow,
but elsewhere rescue means either local farmers and police, a wait for a helicopter, or a long
wait for a pany li'om Dublin or Belfast.

(Editorial Note: Please see p 234 for further inlarmation on some of the above guides
received by the Club Library.)

Exercise oedema and mountain sickness
A field investigation
Michael Ward

Since Alexander the Great commented on the 'Unsteadiness of the atmosphere'
which caused his soldiers to be ill when crossing the Hindu Kush into India in 326
BC, and Chinese Ambassadors termed the Himalaya-'The Greater and Lesser
Headache Peaks', the effects of mountain sickness have always exercised and
intrigued mountai n travellers. With the recent development of mou ntaineering and
skiing, and perhaps more so with the increasing numbers of mountain trekkers
particularly in the Himalaya, what was once considered an esoteric illness has now
assumed considerable importance particularly as increasing numbers of fatal cases
are recorded.
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